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Like many organizations, state and local governments are grappling with how to 
adopt an identity-centered approach to cybersecurity, in order to keep their 
networks, workforce and constituents safe. The challenge grows when contractors
or employees change roles, go to a different agency, or leave the organization 
altogether. Keeping track of all these identities on top of legacy infrastructure can 
become an overwhelming task.

Saviynt Enterprise Identity Cloud combines identity, privileged access, third party 
access, applications, and data access governance into a single cohesive platform. 
Unify controls and risk management for every identity, app, and cloud across your 
entire government IT landscape. Onboard people, apps, and machines in minutes 
and selectively turn on access and governance functionality, while delivering a 
frictionless digital experience for your citizens and your workforce.

SIMPLIFY DEPLOYMENT AND MANAGEMENT

Configure and manage your identity program using an extensive set of pre-built 
templates, robust controls library, and an intuitive wizard to reduce application 
onboarding times by 90%.* Automate access provisioning, requests, and risk-based 
approvals, along with other joiner-leaver-mover processes associated with Identity 
Lifecycle Management

STREAMLINE COMPLIANCE

Saviynt simplifies identity governance so that your users have seamless app and 
infrastructure access without compromising compliance. Whether you are looking 
to meet regulatory compliance targets such as FedRAMP, StateRAMP, or Executive 
Order 14028 - or standardize on NIST or other cybersecurity frameworks, Saviynt’s 
native intelligence, reporting, and advanced analytics capabilities can help. Our 
modern, intuitive interface and elastic cloud-based infrastructure simplifies 
management of standard user and privileged access to improve compliance and
risk reduction objectives.

REDUCE THIRD PARTY ACCESS RISK

A growing number of security breaches have been due to third-party involvement. 
Saviynt delivers third party access governance capabilities provide robust identity 
lifecycle management for non-employees and suppliers with access management, 
periodic reviews and decommissioning

Reduce Cybersecurity Risks 
Make risk-aware decisions using 
advanced intelligence & intuitive 
dashboards

Gain a Cloud Advantage
Increase agility & accelerate digital 
government initiatives with the 
industry’s first cloud-native IGA 
solution

Enhance User Experience
Provide secure, seamless access for 
all identities, including employees, 
citizens, third parties and service 
accounts

Modernize Legacy Infrastructure
Configure, use, and scale IGA
with a modern UX/UI and elastic 
cloud-based infrastructure 



About Saviynt

Saviynt is the leading identity governance platform built for the cloud. It helps enterprise customers 
accelerate modern cloud initiatives and solve the toughest security and compliance challenges in 
record time. The Saviynt Enterprise Identity Cloud converges IGA, granular application access, cloud 
security, and privileged access into the industry’s only enterprise-grade SaaS solution.

Frictionless Access

• Streamlined Onboarding

• Just-in-Time Access

• Access from Anywhere (mobile, browser, MS
Teams, etc.)

• Automated Request Recommendations

• Policy Violation and SoD Conflict Detection

Streamlined Approvals

• Automatic Non-Critical Access Approvals

• Risk Insights

• In-Line Collaboration

• Just-in-time privileged access and role
elevation requests

Governance Automation & 
Management

• Ownership and Succession

• SoD Management

• AD and Service Account Management

• Third-Party Access Governance

• Over-the-shoulder privileged session
monitoring

• Continuous Monitoring

Certification & Compliance

• Business Process Workflows

• Intelligent Certification Campaigns

• Continuous Micro-Certifications

• Application, Entitlement Owner, Service
Account, and Role Owner Certification

• Consolidated Reporting for Streamlined
Audits
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Improve risk management with 250+ risk controls, improve visibility and speed 
up remediation. Onboard and provision vendors quickly with an intuitive end-user 
experience. Benefit from a single pane of glass to manage risk and ensure 
governance of employee and third-party identities.

AUTOMATE SEPARATION OF DUTIES (SOD) MANAGEMENT

Rapid cloud adoption has introduced new challenges for government IT and 
security teams to implement consistent, compliant Governance, Risk, and 
Compliance (GRC) processes across all cloud and on-premises applications. 

Saviynt Application Access Governance is a cloud-first GRC solution that sits 
above and integrates across all of your applications’ security models to provide 
cross-application visibility, risk-based provisioning, and analytics to identify 
anomalous or risky SoD and policy violations and enable Zero Trust. Out-of-the-box 
rulesets and controls build the foundation for identifying both potential and real 
SoD violations. Saviynt’s fine-grained access visibility into each application provides 
levels of detection not found in coarse-grained GRC solutions so that you can 
prioritize remediation efforts and provide an audit trail.
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Saviynt’s Enterprise Identity Cloud (EIC), a cohesive platform to manage your 
identity perimeter. Whether you need to enforce least privilege access, rein in 
third-party identity management, improve separation of duties (SoD) management 
or secure access to sensitive data, Saviynt can help you transform your security 
posture.

Next Steps

Read Forrester’s Total Economic Impact 
study to learn how much organizations can 
save by leveraging a cloud-architected 
identity platform. 

Schedule a Demo of Saviynt Identity 
Solution

https://saviynt.com/2020-forrester-total-economic-impact-report/
https://saviynt.com/free-demo/

